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INTRODUCTION 

A recommendation (para. 71) of the Regional Fisheries 
Technical Meeting organised "by the South Pacific Commission in 1962 
was that a Handbook should be compiled dealing with fishing craft, 
gear and methods in use in the South Pacific Area. Because this 
would take considerable time, the Meeting asked that a circular be 
prepared giving a description, precise specifications and illustrations 
of, among other things, 

Hawaiian 'Jkkule" Night Fishing Gear 

This SPC Fisheries Publication has been prepared by Mr Ronald 
Powell, former Fisheries Officer of the South Pacific Commission, to 
comply with this request. 

Acknowledgement is made of the generous assistance and advice 
of Vernon E. Brock, Michio Takata and the Fishermen of the Kona Coast 
of Hawaii; the Fisheries Service of French Polynesia for help with 
the photographs and Stephanie Dymock who drew the illustrations. 



HAWAIIAN AKULE 

(SELAR CRUMENOPTHALMUS) 

A large version of the Akule 
also known as 'ORARE' 
by Tahitian fishermen. 

A medium sized Akule, locally 
known in Tahiti as 'ARAMEA'. 

A smaller version of the Akule, 
known in Tahiti as ,ATURE». 





HAWAIIAN AKULE 
(Solar crumenopthalmua) 

Hawaiian akule occur in'hundreds of islands across the 
Pacific where they are known by a number of local names. Quite ' 
frequently the fish are known by a different name at each stage of 
their growth* The mature fish is known by these names in some of 
the Pacific islands:-

Cook Islands ATURE, ATURBPAI 

Niue ATULE 

Tahiti ATURE, ARAMEA, ORARE 

Tonga OTULE 

Samoa GTULS 

Solomons BIffiA. 

The common English name is big-eyed scad. The photographs on the 
previous page show a full-grovm akule and several stages of the growth 
of the fish. 

The Hawaiians have based an important commercial fishery 
on akule caught by the methods described in this paper. Akule occur 
in many islands where at present they are only caught in limited 
quantities by subsistence fishing methods. The methods described may 
well make the difference between an occasional fish'caught when other 
methods are being used, and the means to catch sufficient fish to 
warrant setting up a small industry. 

The gear can also be used for varieties of other fish at 
suitable occasions. 

HOW AND WHEN FISH FEED 

Every island fisherman recognizes the importance of knowing 
the feeding habits of fish. He is fortunate that in most cases he 
can watch fish feedirig. A knowledge of these feeding habits is an 
essential pre-requisite for a successful catch. For instance fish 
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which are not hungry during the bright light of midday will seldom show 
interest in any type of food. Xet these same fish appear to be ravenous 
during morning and evening twilight. At such times they can be caught 
easily. 

The conditions under which some fish feed can be artificially 
created. A bright light with a suitable shield hung from a boat during 
the hours of darkness does apparently create artificial feeding conditions 
during the hours of darkness. 

Once a bright light is turned on and a distinct circle of 
light is created at sea, during the dark phase of the moon, a cycle of 
events is set up. The first creatures to be attracted to this circle 
of light are the zooplankton, These minute sea organisms are almost 
too small to see. Other larger zooplankton soon appear which feed on 
the smaller ones. The presence of zooplankton attracts the first 
small fish life. Small fish attract bigger fish. These bigger fish 
are the ones we want. It generally takes several hours for this cycle 
of events to be completed. Once the akule appear and begin feeding 
voraciously on the zooplankton,. they are not difficult to catch. The 
trick is the use of the light to bring the zooplankton close to the 
boat and then using artificial flies which closely resemble the zoo
plankton to catch the akule, 

Akule, occur in big schools in the shallow water of bays, 
harbours and reef entrances in most Pacific islands. Under these 
conditions they are traditionally caught with surround nets, or scare 
lines by simple subsistence fishing methods. When the fish move out 
of the shallow water inshore these traditional methods are of no use. 
The method described here is designed to catch the larger fish offshore 
in relatively deep water. Such areas occur outside most coral reefs 
which shelve into deep water just outside the breakers, 

The fish are most easily caught when they spawn. This 
occurs in the southern hemisphere during the summer months of November 
and December. In the Northern hemisphere June and July are the times 
when greatest catches can be expected. 

Within these months the best fishing nights are close to the 
new moon when the longest periods of darkness occur. As the moon sets 
later the period of time in which it is opportune to fish decreases, 
Close to full moon this method is of little use, 
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The ideal wind conditions are a very light offshore breeze. 
Under such conditions it is possible to anchor and tail off the reef 
with little danger of being set into the breakers. On nights when 
the wind is strong onshore and the sea is rough, fishing becomes 
difficult and sometimes dangerous. 

Probably the water temperature at the time of fishing is 
significant in that if one examines the stomach contents of these 
fish, they will be found full of spawn during the warmer months of the 
year. Spawning is linked with schooling behaviour. 

USING ARTIFICIAL LIGHT AT MIGHT 

Lights, are in common use around the world in a variety 
of fishing methods. In the Mediterranean gasoline lanterns are made 
where the mantles and glass are underneath the light. These lanterns 
would be satisfactory for akule fishing, but they are very inconvenient 
when they have to be handled in a small boat. They cannot be laid on 
their side and the glass is easily broken. 

Coleman storm lanterns which operate on white gasoline are 
in common use for other types of fishing where they are carried in the 
hand or mounted on a lamp post where the light disperses over a wide 
field. Such lanterns are not easy to shield so that the light can be 
directed downwards in a cone. 

All the Hawaiian fishermen use electric light, and this is 
certainly to be preferred for ease of mounting to any other artificial 
light source. In larger vessels where a B.C. generator can be run 
continuously, electric light offers few problems. In a small boat or 
canoe a heavy duty storage battery is the most convenient power pack, 
A 12 volt 25 watt electric light bulb will give a steady light all 
night if supplied from a fully charged heavy duty battery. This light 
bulb can be easily shaded by mounting it inside a plastic or aluminium 
bucket which is, in turn, held in place by a bracket made from standard 
3/4" pipe fittings. 

The light shade is illustrated at figure I. It is convenient 
when mounting this shade to make sure that the shade does not dip below 
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Fig I. THE LIGHT SHADE. 

A simple light shade improvised from an 
inverted bucket. The bucket can be made 
of plastic, galvanized iron, aluminium 
or stainless steel* Light fittings and 
bracket are standard pipe fittings. 
The battery is heavy duty 12 volt* Light 
bulb 12 volt.25 watt. Adjust the height 
of the bucket so that it is just clear 
of the surface. 

Fig II. FRAMES. 

Rectangular Frame, Bamboo Frame. 
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the surface in rou^h water.. If, in turn, it does reflect just sufficient 
light to enable the fishermen to see to untangle finenylon gear, it is a 
great advantage. A' light which is bright inboard makes handling gear 
easy but is a hazard, when one needs to watch for navigational hazards 
incidental to this fishing. As every fisherman knowns, it is generally 
better when wo&ing at night to get one's eyes accustomed to the darkness .• 
rather than use bright illumination to uork with and suffer partial blindness 
in areas outside the field of light, 

A long canoe is a convenient type of vessel for this fishing. 
If the light is mounted in the centre of the canoe, it is possible for 
two men to fish one from each end of the canoe away from the light far 
enough that the two lines will not cross. "When two lines do cross, a 
tangle results which is frustrating and time consuming to clear. 

llhen a small boat is used it is problematical as to just how 
far two lines can be separated so that cross-overs do not occur. A 20 
ft boat with a light mounted in the centre provides a convenient platform 
for two fishermen to work, although smaller boats can be used if some 
care is taken. 

ZOOPLANKTON 

All Pacific fishermen who are familiar with catching flying 
fish at night have noticed that large fish often circle round a bright 
light but seldom swim close to it. 

It is only when one can concentrate the light into a small cone 
close under the boat that akule fishing becomes possible. Once a shaded 
light is used so tkt the pool of light is only six feet in diameter, all 
the marine life concentrates into and around this small circle. This 
makes fishing much easier. 

Given a good fishing night, when the moon sets soon after sunset, 
and light breeze offshore and the sea calm without a strong current, fishing 
can start as soon as twilight fades. When the light is first switched 
on very" little is likely to happen for the first hour. Then gradually a 
few very small animals will appear. These tiny creatures often swim with 
jerky motions and are in various sizes from those too small to see with 
the naked eye to those almost large enough to eat. These are the 
zooplankton. 

Zooplankton•are the food of larger fish* Once these zooplankton 
have collected in tb circle of light it is not long before larger fish move 
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in and begin feeding. Within the next few hours more plankton will 
collect and a wide variety of small fish will be actively feeding. It 
will be noticed that the small fish stay within the circle of bright 
light while the larger fish stay further away. Even larger fish stay 
outside this circle of half light and often dart in to snatch a smaller 
fish. 

The akule are, in turn, attracted and begin feeding on the 
fast moving plankton, 

THE FISHING GEAR 

The fishing gear described makes use of the fact that the 
akule are feeding on this very small plankton. The gear is all inex
pensive and simple; and for bait most fishermen will prefer to make 
their own flies. The essential equipment consists of:-

Small ringed tinned hooks eyed and barbed. Mustad size. 
- Kylon leader material of 10 to 15 lb test - white 
or black. 

- A centre leader of monofilament about 35 lbs text. 
- A small sivel of about 50 lbs test. 
- A light lead of about 2 ounces. 
- A main line of either three strands of monofilament 
loosely braided together or some suitable braided 
multi-filament or cotton line.~ 

- A handy frame on which to wind this gear, is illustrated 
at figure II. This can be either made of soft viood with 
provision for holding the hooks in place, or it can be 
more simply made from a section of bamboo as illustrated 
at figure II. 

It is common in Hawaii to use a line with six hooks, as 
illustrated at figure y. Any number of hooks can be used, but this will 
depend on the preference of the individual fishermen. The knots for 
the line are tied as illustrated at figure IH# 

include:-
The flies are made u:? from a variety of materials. These 

- Uhite nylon wool such as is commonly use for knitting. 
- White feathers from the breast of the tropic bird. 
- Bristles from the tail of a white dog or pig. 
- Fibreglass floss which can be obtained from Honolulu 
fishing supply houses. 



Fig. III. HOW TO MAKE A LOOP KNOT 

1. Hold between 
thumb & finger. 

2. Make a loop. 

3. Pull out & ro l l forwards, 

5. Pull t ight to form knot, 
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Fig. IV. FLY MAKING 

\J 
(a) white nylon wool (b) pass wool through eye 

(c) bind with 
red cotton & 
fray ends 

Fig. V. THE LINE 

The main line is about 35 lbs test, this can be braided 
loosely from three strands of white nylon. 

A small swivel is attached where the main line joins the 
black nylon centre line; this swivel is useful as a guide when 
hauling the line at night because it clicks against the bamboo 
rail. 

The centre line is nylon about 35 lbs test. White nylon is 
satisfactory for akule, black is essential for opelu. 

Snoods are white 'or black nylon of about 10 to 20 lbs test. 
Light gear is always better but it is slow compared to stronger 
gear when fish are feeding well. Make up several sets to meet 
different fishing conditions. 

The snoods should be 15" to 20" long and they are so 
spaced that two fish will not become entangled. Some fishermen 
use long snoods others prefer shorter ones. 

Akule have a hard mouth and the flies can be bigger. Opelu 
have a very soft mouth and the flies and hooks must both be 
very small. Experiment with several sizes in your area. 

A lead of about 2 ounces. 

Hooks 
Mustad Limerick hooks, ringed tinned, extra strong quality 
8235 H Size 6, are an average size;smaller sizes are better 
for Opelu at times and larger sizes can be used to advantage 
when large akule are biting. 

The flies for Opelu should just reach from the ring to the 
point of the hook. 

The flies for Akule should just reach the bend in the hook, 

V 
J 
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Opelu Fly Akule Fly 
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The flies are made up simply by passing the wool or similar 
material through the eye of the hook, binding the wool to the shank of 
the hook with a few turns of cotton (often red cotton is preferred) and 
unlaying the wool to make a fly as illustrated at figure IV. It is well 
to make a number of these flies as quite a lot are lost in use and they 
lose their efficiency after repeated use. The main line can be made up 
either by braiding three strands of nylon monofilament together which 
saves the strands from tuisting under strain, or by using a single strand 
of monofilament of about 35 lbs text. Another alternative is to use a 
length of light braided multi-filament line or even a three strand cotton 
line. 

Every fisherman will eventually decide which type of main line 
suits his methods best. 

Working at night in semi-darkness it is easy to get line and 
leaders tangled. This can become a serious problem. The easiest way 
to avoid this is to carry about ha.lf a dozen lines made up complete with 
hooks of different sizes and colours. When a snarl up occurs, it is 
then a simple matter to use a whole new line and push the tangled line 
in a box for attention later in daylight. This method of carrying 
numerous lines saves time when fish are biting. Time is the limiting 
factor on nights when the moon rises very early or very late and the hours 
of darkness, and therefore fishing, are limited. 

A typical line holder or former can be made as illustrated. 

It is a great help when fishing to rig a bamboo pole around 
the gunwale of the boat over which lines will be hauled. Bamboo stands 
up to repeated chafe from lines better than anything else. It is easy to 
replace, and cheap. 

METHODS OF FISHING 

Let us assume that we have chosen a good night with a light 
breeze offshore, the sea calm and the night of the new moon. The canoe 
or boat has been anchored in a likely place offshore beyond the breakers 
in axmt 15 to 20 fathoms. The electric light is turned on soon often 
twilight fades. The first hour of the evening is not likely to be very 
busy. 

After about an hour it will be noticed that very small zooplankton 
will gather under the light. Soon we notice a few silvery shapes deep down 
where they are difficult to recognise as individual fish. The time has now 
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come to uncoil the lines for about 5 fathoms above the small swivel as 
illustrated at figure V. The hooks are carefully cleared and the line 
is lowered quickly to the depth of about 5 fathoms. It is necessary to 
choose a place on the boat where the line is handled in the zone between the 
bright circle of*-light and the surrounding darkness. The best place will 
soon be found by trial and error. 

As soon as the line tightens the gear is hauled up to the surface 
until the small swivel clicks against the bamboo. It is easier to 
listen for this sound than to actually look for this small swivel in the 
semi-darkness. 

When hauling the line it is all important that the line is 
retrieved at a steady continuous speed. This is not easy to do at first 
as the hands change over in hauling and it is important that the line is 
not retrieved in jerks but in a smooth steady flow* 

It may take some practice to get the speed of retrieving to the 
critical rythm before the fish will bite. Once this is achieved, fish 
attack these flies and are easily hooked. 

A snarl up of the line and leaders is inevitable until one has 
found a system whereby the first coils of line coming aboard are separated 
from the lower section containing the six hooks. 

The ature have a hard mouth and it takes a few seconds to unhook 
each fish. During this time other fish will often take the lower hooks. 
It is easy to get these small hooks embedded in one*s fingers when working 
under these conditions. Practice is, of course, the only solution. 

As the night goes on the fish will increase in numbers and on a 
good night they gather under the light in hundreds. It will be noticed 
that the largest fish are generally on the bottom of the school and the -
smaller fish rise to the surface. 

The larger fish generally weigh about one pound or even one pound 
and a quarter. The smaller fish swim actively about the surface and can 
be caught sometimes much quicker by using a thin bamboo fish pole and a 
suitable lure. A piece of thin bright akule skin cut with a razor blade ~ 
from the bright side of the fresh fish makes a very attractive lure at 
times, but on other nights a variety of different lures will be found 
more effective. The larger fish seldom break surface and the fishermen 
will have to decide whether a lot of small fish here described are more 
valuable than a number of larger fish taken on this gear. 
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BAIT AHD FLIES DON'T MIX 

Akule have been caught traditionally by using a variety of 
different baits. In every island group successful fishermen can be 
found who will make good catches at night using ground fish as chum. 
Then by baiting their hooks with small pieces of cut bait some successful 
catches can be made under good conditions. 

Where fishermen are using this time honoured method of fishing, 
it is most unlikely that anyone will be entirely successful by using this 
method here described. 

It is difficult to decide why the two methods of fishing will 
not work side by side. It is probable that when fish are feeding 
hungrily on zooplankton they are feeding visually. Their reactions are 
then quite different to the reactions of the same fish which while feeding 
on ground chum are possibly feeding by sensing or smelling the ground bait 
in the water. Under some such conditions they are not feeding visually and 
they fail to be attracted by the zooplankton until the bait and chum is 
removed. 

The night can be going well for the fly' fishermen with fish 
feeding in a frenzy only to end suddenly when someone liberates some 
finely ground fish in the area. When such happens, it is necessary to 
up-anchor and move off to another area with an hour or more wasted before 
a new sequence of fishing can begin. 

On good nights when conditions are favourable, fish will continue 
to bite well until nearly sunrise. ,,:. 

Moonlight nights are seldom successful although catches can 
sometimes be made by lowering the gear down into much deeper water. Akule 
swim down to at least seventy fathoms at times perhaps even deeper. But 
it is slow fishing when every fish has to be hauled all this distance and 
most fishermen will prefer to change over to other methods of fishing 
during the bright nights of the moon. 

Other Fish Caught .on Nylon Flies 

In Hawaiian waters quite a large fishery exists which depends on 
this same method of fishing for Opelu (Decalpterus sanctae helenae). These 
fish are distributed across.the, Pacific and are often found in similar 
areas to the Akule0 They differ slightly from Akule in several details. 
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The Opelu have very soft mouths and when hooked the hooks pull 
free very easily. This means that a lot of fish are hooked hut subse
quently lost as the hooks pull free when the fish are lifted from the 
surface. Opelu are caught on slightly smaller hooks with smaller flies. 
Black nylon is essential. Akule can often be caught on white nylon flies 
and at times on even black flies. The Akule are generally found closer 
to the reef while the opel are generally caught in water about 70 fathoms 
deep. However, these limits may well be exceeded in islands as local 
methods modify in time these here described. 

Several varieties of common reef fish will take flies at night. 
The large species of Caragids often prey on the schools of smaller fish 
and these do, at times, take flies. Some experimental fishing with 
stronger gear and larger flies is often worth the effort. Several 
species of fish which one only associated with the very deep water can 
be caught with nylon flies on nights when no opelu or akule can be found. 

The methods described are not by any means limited to these 
two species mentioned. 

HANDLING THE CATCH AND MARKETING 

In many islands of the Pacific, fish are not sold for cash. 
As long as fish are distributed without any cash transactions it is 
unlikely that the recipient will ever complain about the quality of any 
fish he receives. As a community slowly changes from a subsistence to 
a monetary economy, quite different problems arise. The simplest 
marketing methods are where a fisherman strings his catch on a piece of 
wire or bark and the customer buys them for cash on the beach. 

As soon as a money transaction occurs specified needs appear. 
Once a customer pays cash he expects good fresh fish for his money. 
Weights and measures soon become an important part of a cash transactions. 
As long as the fishermen can find a ready market for th ir catch and 
they experience no competition in selling their catch from other fishermen, 
it is possible to sell poor quality fish. In a competitive market the 
only fishermen who will survive are those who pay some attention to quality. 

Fish deteriorate rapidly in the tropics. Immediately.fish are 
caught tention must be paid to preserving their quality until they are 
sold. Fish caught early in the evening often seriously deteriorated 
by the following morning. Some concern for preservation must begin the 
moment the fisha^e off the hook. For instance fish thrown into warm 
'bilge water and left there all night are not likely to be sold when once 
cash customers can dsmand a better product. 
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In Hawaii concern for fish quality is such that fishermen handle 
the fish as carefully as possible. Many boats are equipped with live 
wells where the catch can be kept alive for a reasonable period and the fish 
are eventually marketed clean and fresh from the sea. Other boats use ice 
to advantage when it is available at a reasonable cost. It is common now 
to see small vessels which carry a few blocks or a sack or more of crushed 
or flake ice to sea with them in the evening. This ice is added to a clean 
fish well together with a limited amount of clean seawater. The seawater 
ice mixture hardens and brightens the dead fish and if they are then packed 
carefully into containers, the catch has a much better appearance than the 
fish which have been either dried out or worse still left in warm dirty 
bilge water. 

It does not cost much time or effort to look after the catch. 
Good fish will sell before poor quality fish and in times of glut the 
men who will survive as commercial fishermen will be those who pay attention 
to this aspect of marketing. Marketing methods can become quite com
plicated and eventually the highest price is only realized by clean well 
preserved fresh fish that are packaged into consumer size packs that fit into 
the family shopping plan. 

Fishing is a hard and at times dangerous trade. It is of little 
value to suggest that the price of fish is insufficient, while better 
marketing could rise the price to a more profitable level. So don't 
neglect this important part of the night's work. 

Original Text: English 


